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Abstract 
We define and study Morita Matrix (MM) rings, i.e. rings whose only Morita equivalent rings 
are (up to isomorphism) the matrix rings over them. In the description of rings of this type, 
Picard progenerators and (in the commutative case) the Picard group play a significant role. 
For a wide class of rings (including commutative ones) indecomposability is necessary to be 
an MM ring. For commutative rings an additional necessary condition is that the Picard group 
be divisible. In a number of special cases these two conditions will also become sufficient. The 
behaviour of MM rings under some of the usual constructions (i.e. rings of polynomials and 
power series, pullbacks, etc.) is also examined and from this numerous examples of MM rings 
are derived. Further non-commutative examples are found amongst ultramatricial von Neumann 
regular rings. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: Primary 16D90; secondary 19A 
0. Introduction 
In the class of unitary rings, two rings R and S are said to be Morita equivalent if 
their categories of left modules are equivalent; in this case we will write R -S. This 
relation has been characterised in various ways by Morita; in particular, one version 
of his theorem states that R - S if and only if there exists a progenerator RP such that 
(EndR P)” g S, where the superscript “0” is used to denote the opposite ring. Further, 
Morita equivalence is left-right symmetric i.e. R -S if and only if R0 -So. 
A natural question raised by any equivalence is how to describe an equivalence 
class, in our case the Morita class A(R) consisting of all the rings Morita equivalent 
to a given ring R. Of course amongst the elements of A(R), we find all matrix rings 
over R; as matrix rings have a well-understood structure, it would be interesting to 
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know for which rings R we can represent A’(R) in terms of matrix rings over R or 
more generally over a different (fixed) ring. 
We call a ring R a Morita matrix ring (MM ring) if for all rings S with R-S, 
S EM,(R) for some n E N. Note that being an MM ring is a left-right symmetric 
property. 
A trivial example of an MM ring is a projective trivial ring, that is to say a ring 
R for which every projective left R-module is free; this follows immediately from the 
above characterisation of Morita equivalence. Another “pathologically trivial” example 
is the ring R = EndF V where F is a division ring and V an infinite-dimensional vector 
space over F. It is easily seen that every R-progenerator is isomorphic to R and so 
A’(R) is represented by {R}, in particular, M,(R) sx R for all n. We will show that this 
sort of behaviour is not possible if the ring satisfies some mild finiteness conditions 
(Proposition 1.3) and that there are plenty of non-trivial MM rings even amongst 
commutative rings. 
After characterising MM rings by looking at their progenerators and Picard pro- 
generators, we will show that under suitable finiteness conditions on a ring, the MM 
property implies the indecomposability of the ring. 
We will then turn our attention to the commutative case; a feature of a commutative 
MM ring is that its Picard group must be divisible. In some special cases (for instance 
for Noetherian rings of Krull dimension 2 1 ), the divisibility of the Picard group, 
combined with indecomposability, is also a sufficient condition. 
Since Dedekind domains are amongst these rings and it has been shown that for 
any given Abelian group G there is some Dedekind domain with Picard group iso- 
morphic to G, this result will provide non-trivial examples of MM rings of Km11 
dimension 1. 
We also investigate the behaviour of MM rings under some of the usual construc- 
tions in ring theory: the formation of quotient rings, rings of polynomials and power 
series, pullbacks and rings of fractions with respect to a multiplicatively closed subset. 
In particular, the fact that the ring of formal power series over a commutative MM 
ring is again an MM ring will show that there is no bound on the Km11 dimension of 
non-trivial MM rings. 
In the last section some results from the theory of ultramatricial algebras are used 
to show the existence of decomposable MM rings satisfying the IBN property. 
1. Characterisation of MM rings 
All the rings will have an identity different from zero and modules will be left 
modules unless indicated otherwise. Given a module A4 over a ring R and n E lV, 
we shall write M” for A4 @ . . . CB A4 (n terms) and (if R is commutative) M@” for 
A48 ... @A4 (n terms). 
It follows from the Morita Theory of equivalences that the MM property for a ring 
depends on the structure of the progenerator class over the ring, more precisely, on 
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the way progenerators relate to Picard progenerators where a progenerator RP over a 
ring R is said to be a Picard progenerator if (EndR P)” S R. 
A characterisation of MM rings can be established by using elementary properties 
of matrix rings. Denoting by eii the diagonal matrix diag(O,. . . ,O, l,O,. . . ,O) with 1 in 
the ith position, we have that the modules n/r,(R)eji are isomorphic progenerators and 
(EndM,cR, M,(R)eii)’ g R for i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proposition 1.1. For any ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(i) R is an MM ring; 
(ii) every R-progenerator is isomorphic to a finite power of a Picard progenerator 
over R. 
Proof. If (ii) holds and S N R, then S E (EndR P)” for some progenerator RP. By hy- 
pothesis, there exists a Picard progenerator RQ such that RR g RQ” and so S %’ (EndR P)” 
Z (EndR Qfl)’ Z’M,((EndR Q)‘) ZM,(R). 
Suppose conversely that R is an MM ring and consider a progenerator RR. By hy- 
pothesis R N (EndR P)” S M,,(R) and by Morita’s Theorem the functor F = BomR(P, -) 
is (up to isomorphism) an equivalence between R-Mod and M,(R)-Mod; let G be its 
inverse. Set Q =M,,(R)ell, then F(RP) “M,(R) g Q’ and SO RP ” GF(RP)” G(Q”) 
“(G(Q))” where G(Q) is a Picard progenerator as EndR G(Q)gEnd~~cRj Qg R”. 0 
We remark here that being an MM ring is not a Morita invariant property, however, 
the following corollary shows that the obvious generalisation to a Morita invariant 
property will reduce to the study of MM rings. 
Corollary 1.2. A ring R is Morita equivalent to an MM ring S if and only if any 
R-progenerator P can be written as a finite power of a progenerator RQ such that 
(EndR Q)’ 2 S. 
As we mentioned earlier, projective trivial rings are MM rings; amongst these we 
find local rings, semifirs (see [3]) and polynomial rings in a finite number of variables 
over a field or, more generally, over a PID (Quillen-Suslin Theorem) and these are all 
indecomposable rings. This leads us to ask if indecomposability is a feature of MM 
rings. 
In general, this is not the case, as the product of two copies of our “pathological 
example” shows (see Proposition 1 S), but we can prove that mild finiteness conditions 
guarantee the indecomposability of MM rings. 
Recall that the Goldie (or uniform) dimension Gdim(RM) of a left R-module M 
is defined as the supremum of the cardinality of families of non-zero submodules 
of M whose sum in A4 is direct. For a ring R we set G dim(R) = G dim(RR). This is 
an invariant of the ring and Gdim(R x S) = G dim(R) + G dim(S); moreover, 
G dim(M,(R)) = nG dim(R). In fact with the notation of Proposition 1 .l: G dim(M,(R)) 
= G dim(@& M,(R)eii) and Gdim(M,(R)eii) = Gdim(R) by Morita’s Theorem. 
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We shall call radical-type ideals those proper ideals which can be defined for every 
ring in terms of the ideal structure in such a way that if we denote by a(R) one of 
these ideals then a(%?(R)) = W(S) for any ring isomorphism c(: R s,!?, B(R x S) = 
9(R) x W(S) and &?(M,(R)) =M,(@(R)). 
For any ring R, the zero ideal {0}, Jacobson radical J(R) and the prime radical 
rad(R) are examples of radical-type ideals. 
Proposition 1.3. An MM ring R is indecomposable as a ring if it satisJies any of the 
following conditions: 
(1) there is a radical-type ideal W(R) such that Gdim(R/W(R)) < cc; 
(2) R is a PI ring. 
Proof. Suppose R = R1 x R2 and for t 2 1 consider the left R-module P = RI x Ri. Then 
P is a progenerator and (EndR P)” 2 RI x Mt (R2); by hypothesis there exists n, and a 
ring isomorphism RI x M,(R2) 2; M,,(R). 
Case 1: Let 9?(R) be a radical-type ideal such that G dim(R/W(R)) < 00, then R/&?(R) 
%RI/W(R1) x R2/W(R2). As Gdim(R/W(R)) is finite then so are Gdim(Ri/W(Rr)) and 
Gdim(&/~(&)). We have RrIW(Ri) xM,(R2/a(Rz)) g (RI x M,(R2))I%Rr x M(R2)) 
~MJWIWfn,UO) 2 MJWWC 1 x R~/W(R~))~‘M~,(R~I~!(RI 1) x Mz,@2/M2)) 
and so G dim(Ri/$?(Ri))+tG dim(Rz/a(Rz)) = n,G dim(Ri/B(Ri))+n,Gdim(Rz/W(R2)). 
This is a contradiction (to see this choose for instance t = 2). 
Case 2: If R is a PI ring so are the rings R1 and R2. Take a primitive ideal Ii of Ri 
with i = 1,2; by Kaplansky’s Theorem (see [9, Theorem 13.3.81) Ri/Ii is simple Artinian 
and so it has finite Goldie dimension. Moreover, as RI/II x M,(Rz/Zz) %M,,,(Rl/Ii) x M,,, 
(R2&) for some ideals 1; of R and, since primitive rings are indecomposable (as rings), 
we must have RI/II EM,,,(Ri/I;) for either i = 1 or i = 2 and Mf(R2/12) gM,,,(Rj/I,!) for 
either j = 1 or j = 2, i #j. So Z,l and Ii are also primitive ideals and Gdim(Rr/Zi) = 
n,Gdim(Ri/I:) > n,. On the other hand, as RI and R2 are PI rings, the PI degree 
yields a bound b on the Goldie dimension of Ri/I with I a primitive ideal. Fi- 
nally Gdim(Ri/Ii) + t Gdim(R&) = Gdim(M,,,(Ri/Z{)) + Gdim(M,,(Rz/l,‘)) I 2bnI 5 
2bG dim(Ri/Zi ). 
This is again a contradiction. 0 
It is clear that a large class of rings satisfies the hypothesis of the proposition. 
Corollary 1.4. The MM property implies indecomposability as a ring in the case of 
rings with jinite Goldie dimension (in particular, Noetherian rings), semilocal rings, 
module-jnite algebras over commutative rings. 
It might be of interest to observe that for a ring R satisfying the condition ( 1) 
or (2) of Proposition 1.3 the invariant matrix number property holds i.e. whenever 
Mb(R) ZMk(R) it follows that h = k. (The reasons for choosing this terminology is that 
the IMN property implies the IBN property: if R is an IMN ring and R Rh g R Rk then 
Mb(R) g (EndR Rh)‘Ei (EndR Rk)’ %Mk(R), hence, h = k.) 
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In the case of an MM ring R, assuming the IMN property ensures that {M,(R) 1 n E N} 
is an irredundant set of representatives of M(R). 
We conclude the paragraph by showing a way to construct examples of decomposable 
MM rings in the other extreme case when the IMN property fails completely. 
Proposition 1.5. Let R and S be rings such that M,(R) ER and M,(S)“S for all 
t> 1. 
(1) If R and S are both MM rings then so is R x S. 
(2) If R and S are indecomposable as rings and R x S is an MM ring then so are R 
and S. 
Proof. Suppose that R and S are both MM rings; as R x S-Mod N R-Mod x S-Mod, a 
given R x S-progenerator P can be written as RP x sQ with R P and SQ progenerators 
in R-Mod and S-Mod, respectively. Therefore (EndR,s P)” ?k’ (EndR P)” x (Ends Q)’ 2 
M,(R) x M,,(S) ?Z R x S. This shows that A’(R x S) has (up to isomorphism) only one 
element so R x S is trivially an MM ring. 
Suppose the hypotheses of (2) hold; consider an R-progenerator P. The R x S-module 
P x S is a progenerator and so (BndR,s P x S)’ %‘(EndRP)O x S EA4,(R x S) EM(R) x 
n/r(S) %! R x S for some t > 1. As R and S are indecomposable, the members of the de- 
composition must match up and there are only two possibilities. Either way it follows 
that (EndR P)” % R i.e. R is trivially an MM ring. The same applies to S. 0 
A trivial example of a decomposable MM ring can be obtained from Proposition 1.5 
by considering R x R where R = EndF V and V is an infinite-dimensional vector space 
over a division ring F. More interesting examples will be discussed in the last section; 
it will also be shown that IBN itself does not guarantee the indecomposability of an 
MM ring by describing an MM ring with IBN to which Proposition 1.5 applies. 
2. Commutative MM rings 
It is to commutative rings that we turn our attention in this and the following 
sections; we would like to find conditions (in addition to indecomposability) which 
may be necessary or sufficient for a commutative ring to be an MM ring. 
If R is a commutative ring we denote by Y(R) the class of finitely generated pro- 
jective modules over R, by 99og(R) the class of R-progenerators, by Yic(R) the class 
of Picard progenerators over R and we set 9*(R) = Y(R) \ (0). Note that if R is 
an indecomposable commutative ring then 9’*(R) = Yrog(R) (see [ 11, vol. I, Corol- 
lary 2.12.23; 1, Proposition 3.7.21). We recall some basic facts which can be found in 
[ 1, Ch. III and IX]. 
If R is an indecomposable commutative ring and P is an R-progenerator, r(P) is 
the rank of the free R,+,-module PM where A4 is any prime ideal of R; since R is 
indecomposable this gives rise to a well-defined map r(-): 9(R) -+ N. There is also 
a second map det(-) : Y(R) +9%(R), given by the exterior power det(P) = x(” P. 
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The main properties of these maps are, for all P, Q E 9(R): 
l r(P @ Q) = r(P) + r(Q); 
l r(P@Qe>=r<P>.r(Q>; 
l det(P $ Q) 2 det(P) @ det(Q); 
l P is a Picard progenerator iff r(P) = 1 iff det(P) = P. 
We will use these facts to show how the MM property relates to the Picard group 
where for any commutative ring R the Picard group Pit(R) of R is defined as the set of 
isomorphism classes [P] of Picard progenerators endowed with the structure of a group 
by setting [P].[Q] = [P@Q]; the identity of this group is [R] and [PI-’ = [HomR(P,R)]. 
Note that this is possible in the commutative case since, for any P~gic(R), the iso- 
morphism R 1 (EndR P>” can be taken to be the canonical one which sends any 4 E R 
into the (left) multiplication by h. Using the terminology of Proposition 3.7.5 in [I], 
this means that any PE%c(R) becomes an invertible (R, R)-bimodule in the obvious 
way. We will also use the fact that for Picard progenerators P &I PI “P @ P2 implies 
PI E P2 and so “cancellation holds”. 
The R-modules P, Q are stably isomorphic if for some n E N, P $ R” S Q 65 R”; in 
particular, a projective R-module P is said to be stably free if P $ R” 2 R” for some 
m,nEN. 
The property of being an MM ring has some immediate consequence on the structure 
of S*(R) and &c(R). 
Proposition 2.1. If R is a commutative MM ring, P, PI, P2 Ed* then the following 
hold: 
(1) det(Pi @ P~)=det(Pi)@“(~) @ det(P2)@r(fi); 
(2) ifr(Pl)=r(P2) then PI rQ@P f 2 or some Q E &c(R). In particular, P S Q 8 
R’cP) for some Q E Bit(R); 
(3) if r(Pl)=r(P2) and det(Pi)gdet(Pz) then PI SQ @ P2 for some Q~9ic(R) 
with Q M4 ) E R. This happens for instance tf P CD P1 E P 69 P2, in particular, when PI 
is stably isomorphic to P2. 
Proof. Given P~,P~E~*(R), we have PI E’ Ql”‘, 9 %Q$” for Ql,Q2~9ic(R). 
Therefore, det(Pi @ 9) LX det(Q[‘“) @ Q;“’ ) E det((Qi @ Q~>r(~)‘(fi)) g (det(Qi @ 
Q,))@r(fik(fi) ” (Ql @ Q,)@rtfi)r(fi) ” Qf+(fi)@) 8 Qp(fi)r(fi) g det(Pl)@“(fi) @ 
det(Pz)@“(fi ). 
If r(4) = r(P2) = n, then PI E Q;l, P2 E Qi for some Qi, Q2 epic(R). Clearly, there 
exists Qc pie(R) such that Qi S Q Q, Q2, therefore, PI E Qf S (Q @I Q2))n E Q @ QJ ” 
Q@Pz. 
If also det(Pi) ?? det(P2) then the Q above is such that Q@“(fi) g R. In fact, [det(Pt )] 
= [det(Q @ P2)] = [det(Q)@r(S)][det(P2)] implies Q@“(fi) “R. q 
Given an indecomposable ring R we say that the pair (r(-), [det(-)])E N x Pit(R) 
is a complete invariant for Y*(R) if for any P,Qeg*(R) 
P 2 Q @ G-(p), [dW)l) = G-<Q>, [dNQ)l>. 
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This happens if and only if SK,,(R) = (0) and stable isomorphic projectives are iso- 
morphic (see [l, 9.3.7 and 3.81). 
Being able to write non-zero projective modules as the sum of a free module and 
a Picard progenerator is an alternative way to formulate this property. Suppose, in 
fact that (Y(-), [det(-)]) is a complete invariant, then given PEP*(R) we have 
P!%R’(P)-’ @ det(P). Conversely, given P, Q E Y*(R) such that (r(P), [det(P)]) = (r(Q), 
[det(Q)]), by hypothesis PrR’(P)-l $ PO, QrR”(Q)-l @ QO, but r(P)=r(Q) and 
P,rdet(P)Gdet(Q)rQ, i.e. PZQ. 
Implicit in this remark is the fact that for a ring R with (r( - ), [det( - )]) a complete 
set of invariants, the structure of g*(R) is completely understood in terms of Pit(R). 
Every progenerator P can be written (up to isomorphism) as P G’ R’(‘)-’ $ det(P) and 
for any n E N and [Q] gPic(R) there is a unique (up to isomorphism) PEP*(R) of 
rank n and [det(P)] = [Q], namely, R”-’ CB Q. 
Finally, it is clear that this condition implies the so-called Steinitz property for 
invertible progenerators: given 9, . . . , P,, Q, , . . . , Qn E 9?c(R) then: 
P, @ ’ . ’ @P,%Q, @... @Qn M n=m and P~@...@Pm%Ql@...@Q,,, 
In particular, this implies that invertible ideals must be 2-generated. 
Proposition 2.2. If R is a commutative MM ring then Pit(R) is divisible. 
Proof. Consider [Q] E Pit(R) and n E N, n > 1. As Q @R”-’ is a progenerator, by hy- 
pothesis there exists a Picard progenerator P such that Pm ?’ Q ~3 R"-' . Taking the rank 
of both sides we get n = m. Finally, P” E Q@R”-’ and [PI” = [P] . . . [P] = [det(P)] . . . 
[det(P)] = [det(P”)] = [det(Q $ R”-‘)I = [Q] . [RI.. . [R] = [Q]. 0 
Corollary 2.3. For a commutative MM ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(i) every projective R-module is stably free; 
(ii) Pit(R) = { 1); 
(iii) R is projective trivial. 
Proof. If every projective R-module is stably free, then given P~95c(R) we have 
P $ R” 2 Rnf’ for some n E N. Taking the determinant of both sides we get P g R i.e. 
Pit(R) = { 1). Suppose the Picard group is trivial; any non-zero R-projective module P 
is a progenerator because R is indecomposable whence, by Proposition 1.1, P E R”. 
Trivially (iii) implies (i). 0 
Example 2.4. It is important to remark that there are indecomposable commutative 
rings with divisible Picard group which are not MM rings. Examples of this type 
of ring are given by R=[W[X,,Xl,..., _&]/(_X~ +X: + ._. +X,2 - 1) with n# 1,3,7. 
In [13] it is shown that R is a UFD and therefore, Pit(R) is trivial. If R were an MM 
ring then it would be projective trivial by Corollary 2.3, but again in [13], Theorem 3 
proves that there are non-free (but stably free) R-progenerators. 
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Proposition 2.5. If R is an indecomposable ring with divisible Picard group, then 
a su$ficient condition for R to be an MM ring is that the pair (r(-), [det(-)]) be 
a complete invariant for S*(R). This condition is also necessary if the Picard group 
is torsion free. 
Proof. Suppose R is an indecomposable ring and Pit(R) a divisible group; we want 
to show that any given R-progenerator P is isomorphic to a finite power of a Picard 
progenerator Q over R. If n = r(P) then PER”-’ @PO with PO a Picard progenerator. 
As PO E Sic(R) and Pit(R) is divisible, we have [Q]” = [PO] for some invertible progen- 
erator Q; again Qn ” R”- ’ @ QO for a Picard progenerator QO. Taking the determinant 
of both sides we get Q@’ E QO so that Q,, ?Z PO and therefore P E Q”. 
In the case of Pit(R) torsion free, non-zero projectives admit an alternative represen- 
tation: given PEP*(R), Pg Q’ where [Q] is uniquely determined as [det(P)]‘in = [Q] 
because Pit(R) is torsion free; from this r(P) = r(P’) and [det(P)] = [det(P’)] imply 
PZP’. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Let R be a commutative ring which is either a ring whose maximal 
ideal spectrum is Noetherian of dimension 51 (in particular, R Noetherian of Krull 
dimension 51) or a Prifer domain of Krull dimension 51. Then R is an MM ring if 
and only tf R is indecomposable and Pit(R) is divisible. 
Proof. Both cases are an immediate consequence of a generalisation of Serre’s 
Theorem implying that under these conditions the pair (Y(-), [det(-)]) is a complete 
invariant of S*(R) (see [l, 4.2.7; 7, Corollary 3.31). 0 
Corollary 2.7. A Dedekind domain R is an MM ring if and only ifPic(R) is divisible. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Corollary 2.6, for Dedekind domains are Noetherian 
rings of Km11 dimension 1. 0 
Example 2.8. From these results we can deduce the existence of plenty of Dedekind 
domains which are MM rings but not projective trivial. Clabom proved in [2] that 
every abelian group can be realised as the Picard group of a Dedekind domain (note 
that in the case of Dedekind domains the Picard group is isomorphic to the ideal class 
group); in this way non-trivial divisible groups give rise to trivial MM rings which are 
not projective trivial. 
Algebraic Geometry provides further examples of trivial MM rings which are not 
projective trivial and also examples of MM rings which are not Dedekind domains. 
We recall that the coordinate ring of an affine hypersurface is a Noetherian domain of 
Krull dimension 1, not necessarily a Dedekind domain, as it is shown by the coordinate 
ring of a singular-plane curve. It is known that an elliptic curve over an algebraically 
closed field has non-trival, divisibile Picard group so that its affine coordinate ring 
(being a Dedekind domain) is a non-trivial MM ring. 
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For an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero, the rings S = K[x, y]/(y’ - 
x3) and T = K[x, y]/(y2 - x3 - x2) are the coordinate rings of the cuspidal and nodal 
cubic, respectively. These are Noetherian domains of Krull dimension 1, but they are 
not Dedekind domains, the origin being a double point for both curves. The group 
Pit(S) is isomorphic to the additive group of K and therefore divisible if the charac- 
teristic of K is zero; Pic( T) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of K and so is 
divisible because K is algebraically closed (see [S]). 
So far we have given examples of MM rings which are not projective trivial of 
Km11 dimension 51 only. We shall see in the next section that MM rings are stable 
under the formation of power series; as this operation increases the Km11 dimension, 
this will show that there is no bound on the Km11 dimension of non-trivial MM rings. 
3. Stability properties 
We proceed in this section to investigate the behaviour of (commutative) MM rings 
in some of the usual constructions we encounter in ring theory. 
It is obvious that MM (or even projective trivial) rings are preserved neither by the 
passage to a quotient ring nor by taking subrings. The ring Z is a projective trivial 
ring but Z’6 is not; a Dedekind domain with non-divisible Picard group is not an MM 
ring but it is contained in its field of fractions which is trivially an MM ring. 
The stability of projective trivial rings under the construction of polynomial rings 
has been proved for various types of rings (see [ 11, Ch. 41) and a classical example in 
which this stability does not hold can be found in the non-commutative case: given any 
non-commutative division ring D and a natural number n > 1, the ring D[Xt , . . . ,X,] is 
not projective trivial as explained in [9, 11.2.91. 
Later in this section we will show that even in the commutative case, MM (or 
projective trivial) rings are not, in general, stable under the taking of polynomial 
rings. 
The case of power series is different as the following results show. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R and S be rings such that there is a functor F : &og(R) --) grog(S) 
which restricts to F(yicC~) : pie(R) + 9%c(S) and has the following properties: 
l F is full, preserves jinite direct sums and rejlects isomorphisms; 
l both F and Flaic(R) are dense functors. 
Then R is a (projective trivial) MM ring if and only if so is S. 
Proof. Suppose that R is an MM ring and consider an sQ progenerator; since F 
is dense, there is a progenerator RP such that F(~p)rsQ. As R is an MM ring 
RP E (RP’)~ with RP’ a Picard progenerator and so sQ “- F(RP) E F((,P’)“) E F(RP’)‘. 
If S is an MM ring, take a progenerator RP and consider F(RP) = sQ. There exists 
sQ’~Yic(s) such that sQ~(sQ’)~ but FJyic(R) is dense, i.e. F(,P’) EsQ’ and so 
F((,P’)“) Z F(RP’)n g (sQ’)” ” sQ. 
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If R is projective trivial, take Q,SEC%C(S) and P, P’E.cY~c(R) such that F(P) g Q, 
F(P’) g S. By hypothesis P g P’ whence Q Z S. Suppose S is projective trivial and 
consider P E &c(R), F(P) 2 Q E Q” Z F(R); since F is full and reflects isomorphisms, 
PrR. q 
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring and I an ideal contained in J(R) such 
that R is I-adically complete or I is nil. Then R is a (projective trivial) MM ring if 
and only if so is R/I. 
Proof. If we define F: 9%og(R) -+ Yrog(R/I) as the functor - @RR/I considered in 
Proposition 3.2.12 in [l], it is easy to check that F satisfies the hypotheses of the 
above lemma. Clearly, F is well defined and it preserves finite direct sums; as R is 
I-adically complete the quoted proposition shows that F is dense. If I is nil then so 
is M,(I) in M,(R) for all n and we see again that F is dense. Note that a progener- 
ator RP is a Picard progenerator if and only if there is a progenerator RR’ such that 
P @‘R P’ % R. 
By Proposition 3.7.3 in [I] we have: R/I g R 8.R R/I g (P@R~") @R R/I g (f' @JR 
R/I) @R/I (P’ @R R/I) = F(RP) 8~11 F(RP)’ and so F(RP) is a Picard progenerator for 
every RP E Sic(R). 
If R/IQ E Sic(R/I) then Q @R/I Q’ ” RJI and there are RP,RP’ E Srog(R) such that 
F(RP) %RpQ and F(,P’)” R/IQ’. We therefore have (P@RP')@RR/I g (P@RR/I)@R~ 
(p’ B~R/I) !? R/I E R @RR/I and so P @R P’ Z R as F is full and reflects isomorphisms 
by Proposition 3.2.12 in [l]. 0 
Corollary 3.3. If R is a commutative ring then R is a (projective trivial) MM ring if 
and only if R[[X]] is a (projective trivial) MM ring. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the previous result as soon as we observe 
that the ideal R[[X]]X is contained in J(R[[X]]), R[[X]] is R[[X]]X-adically complete 
and R E R[[X]]/R[[X]]X. 0 
Another important construction in ring theory is the one given by Cartesian squares 
(or pullback diagrams) of commutative rings 
fl 
R -R, 
f2 I I 91 
92 
R2 ----+R,. 
(*I 
In this case the ring R is said to be the pullback of RI and R2 over R,. 
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We note that if R is an MM ring, RI, R2 and R, need not be MM rings as it becomes 
clear if we consider the Cartesian square with R, RI = E and R2, R, = E6 or R, R2 = H 
and RI, R, = Z6. Also, if RI and R2 are MM rings R is not necessarily an MM ring as 
the following example shows. 
Example 3.4. Given a field K, consider the subring R=K[X2,X3] of K[X]; the do- 
main R has K[X] as its integral closure. Moreover, the conductor of R in K[X] defined 
as {f E R 1 fK[X] 2 R} is the ideal (X2,X3). In this situation we obtain a canonical 
pullback square 
K ~W’1/W2 1. 
The rings K and K[X] are projective trivial, therefore, the corresponding Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence (see [ 1, 9.531) has the form 
. . . + K* @K* -+ U(K[X]/(X2)) + Pit(R) + 0. 
Noting that the units of K[X]/(X2) are of the form a + bx with a E K*, b E K it is 
easy to show that U(K[X]/(X2))/K* E K+ 1.e. Pit(R) is isomorphic to the additive 
group of K. If we choose K with non-zero characteristic then K+ is not divisible and 
R is not an MM ring although K and K[X] are. (In fact, R is the ring S of Example 
2.8.) 
Nevertheless, under adequate assumptions MM rings are “stable” under pullbacks. 
In order to prove this, we first observe some facts about Cartesian squares. 
We recall that if gr in (*) is surjective, then by Milnor’s Theorem ([ 1, Theorem 
9.5.1]), there is an equivalence T: g(R) + I xF 9(R2) where XF denotes the 
fibre product of categories. This consists of triples (PI, rr, P2) such that 9 E g(Ri) with 
i = 1,2 and cr is an isomorphism R, @R, PI 2 R, @RAPT (see [l, 7.31). Then T is given 
by T(P) = (RI @R P, up, R2 @R P) for all P E Y(R), with c(p canonically defined. It is 
not difficult to show, using techniques similar to the ones in Ch. 7 of [12], that T 
restricts “nicely” to Srog(R) and &c(R). 
Lemma 3.5. Given a Cartesian square (*) with g1 surjective, the above equivalence 
T : Y(R) -+ 9(R1) x,TP(R~) restricts to the equivalences TIqrog(~) : grog(R) -+ 
Yrog(R1) XF Srog(R2) and Tlpic(R) : Yic(R) + %c(Rl) XF .!Yic(Rz). 
Proof. The fact that the restrictions TI are well defined and faithfully full is an im- 
mediate consequence of Proposition 3.7.3 of [ 11. We need to check that TIprog(~) 
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and Tlgic(~) are dense functors. The case of Picard progenerators is dealt with in [12, 
Corollary 651 so we consider only the case of progenerators. We need to show that any 
P = (PI, B, P2) E 9+og(R1 ) X,D Yrog(R2) is a progenerator in .Y(Rl ) XF g(R2). Since PI 
and P2 are progenerators, we can use Morita equivalences to replace Ri by EndR,Pi 
(i= 1,2) if necessary, so we may assume P=(Rl,&Rz). Clearly, (Rl,uR,Rz) is a pro- 
generator and so the result will follow if we find an isomorphism (~1, ~2) : (R:, 63 2/?, Rz) 
+ (R~,c~R,R~)~(R~,Pc(R’B,R~). Set a=(b)-‘aREEndR,R,@Ri and consider the en- 
domorphism z of R, 18 R: defined by diag(a-‘, @). The tensor product R, @ - induces 
epimorphisms EndR,Ri + EndR,R, @RI and i&(EndR,Ri ) -+ M2(End,&, @RI). By 
the Whitehead Lemma (see [ 1, Proposition 5.1.71) diag(a-‘, a) is the product of ele- 
mentary matrices and so there is an invertible matrix A41 over EndR, RI E RI defining an 
automorphism ,u, of R: such that R, @ ~1 = t; in this way (~1, & = lR;) is the required 
isomorphism. 0 
In the Cartesian square (*), we say that a progenerator fi E Yrog(Ri) (i = 1,2) can 
be paired if there exists f; E &og(Rj) (i # j) with R, @PI “R, @ P2. 
Proposition 3.6. Consider the Cartesian square of commutative rings (*) as above 
with g1 surjective and the following conditions: 
(1) every progenerator Pi E Brog(Ri) (i = 1,2) which can be paired is a Jinite power 
of an Ri-Picard progenerator; 
(2) given Qi E Yic(Ri) (i= 1,2) such that R, @QT “R, @ Qi there exists Pi E 
S%(Ri ) such that R, @PI 2 R, @ P2 and pin g Ql; 
(3) for all n E N, A4, E GL,(Ro) there exist A4i E GL,(Ri), (i = 1,2) and 1 E R, such 
that MO = g1 (M )JJng:!(M2-1 ).
Then (l)-(3) imply that R is an MM ring. 
Zf R is an MM ring then (1) and (2) hold and (3) will also hold if Pic(Ri) is 
torsion free for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Suppose the hypotheses (l)-(3) hold. Let P be an R-progenerator; by 
Lemma 3.5, it can be identified with (RI @P, ap,Rz @P) where Ri @I P E &og(Ri). 
By hypothesis, there exists Qi E Yic(Ri) and ni E N (i = 1,2) such that R; @P ” Qli; 
from R, 8 Qy’ %‘R, @ QT we get nl = r.2 = n because the rank is additive and R, @ Qi 
has constant rank 1. (A rank function for commutative rings with the same proper- 
ties as the one defined in Section 2 for indecomposable rings is described in [l].) 
There also exists pi E 9ic(Ri) (i = 1,2) and rt : R, @PI 2 R, @ 9 such that P; g QT, 
P; ” Qy. Therefore, (RI @P, tip, R2 BP) g (Pf, p, PJ) for some map /.I which can be 
written as ( @%)y with y E EndR,(R, BP”) ~‘M,((EndR,(&, 18 PI))“) SMM,(R,) i.e. y is 
defined by an invertible matrix 44, over R,. 
As the condition (3) is satisfied there exists Mi E GL,(Ri), (i= 1,2) and /z E R, 
invertible such that A4, = gi(Mi)Wng2(M2-‘). Note that Mi defines an isomorphism 
pi E EndR,(c!) and g@&) represents R, @pi E EndRO(RO Be!). 
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Consider the following diagram where we denote by ~1 the isomorphism R, @PI 2 
R, 8 PI obtained multiplying by 1: 
The diagram is clearly commutative and so we have T(P)r(Rl @P,up,R2@P)% 
(P;,b,Pl) g (PI, xp~,,Pz)“. By Lemma 3.5 (Pl,x,u~n,P2) is a Picard R-progenerator and 
so R is an MM ring. 
Suppose now that R is an MM ring. To prove that (1) holds, we consider the case 
i = 1; pick PI E Srog(R1) which can be paired, i.e. such that there is 9 E SVog(R2) 
and ~:R,@Ps 2 R,@P2. By Lemma 3.5 again (P~,B,4)“(R,~PP,up,R2~P) with 
P E S+og(R). As R is an MM ring PZ p with Q E Se(R), n E N. In this way 
PI “RI @P”(R, @Qy where RI @QESic(Rl). 
In a similar manner it can be checked that (2) holds. 
Now assume that Pic(Ri) is torsion free for i = 1,2, and consider n E N, n > 1, MO E 
GL,(R,); we have (R;,M,,Rz) E Brog(R1) x SVog(R2) in fact M,, can be viewed as an 
isomorphism R, 18 Ry 5 R, C% Rz because HomRO(R, 18 R’f, R, 8 R;) 2 EndR,(R, @R;) Cz 
M,(EndR,(R,, @RI)) “M,(R,). (We make the obvious identifications R, @R; = (R, @ 
RI)” and &@R,RI=R~CQR, RI@'RR=&@.R~ &@RR=R,@R$~.) 
As T (defined above) is an equivalence there exists P E Yrog(R) such that T(P) 2 
(R;,M,,,R’;) and as R is an MM ring there exist QiESic(Ri) (i=1,2) and tx:R,@Ql 
1 R, @ Q2 such that (R;,M,,Rz) E (Q;, $ “~1, Qi). Since Rr Z Ql, taking the deter- 
minant of both sides we see that [R”“] = [Q,““] E Pic(Ri) which is torsion free. Thus, 
Qi g Ri so we may consider an isomorphism (ui,u2) : (R;,M,,R’;) 1 (R;, @ ‘a’,RT). It 
is now clear that the matrix representing $ “CI’ is AZ,, for 2 representing a’ : R, @RI r 
R, @ R2 and the result follows. 0 
The hypotheses of Proposition 3.6 are not always easy to check; the following 
lemma lists some special cases in which these conditions are satisfied. 
Lemma 3.7. Using the same notation as in Proposition 3.6, the following are true: 
(1) ifPic(R,) is torsion free then condition (2) of Proposition 3.6 holds; 
(2) condition (3) of Proposition 3.6 is fulfilled in each of these cases: 
(2.1) for any n E N the induced map g1 : GL,(Ri) + GL,(R,) is surjective. This 
happens, in particular, when R, is a retract of RI (i.e. there is a ring 
homomorphism h : R, -+ RI such that glh = lo,) or when Kergi C J(Rl); 
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(2.2) for all n > 1, SL,(R,) =E*(R,) (1 t e every matrix of determinant 1 is a ji- 
nite product of elementary matrices) and U(R,)/gl( U(R1)) . g2( U(R2)) is 
divisible (where U(-) denotes the group of units). 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious and so is the first part of (2.1); if R, is a retract 
of RI and A4 E GL,(R,), then gl(h(M)) =A4 i.e. gi is surjective for all n E N. Suppose 
Kergi GJ(R,), given M EGL,(R,), there exist N,N’EM,(R~) such that gi(N)=M 
and gi(N’) =M-‘. Thus, Z, - NN’ EJ(M,,(RI)), whence I,, - (Z, - NN’) E GL,(Ri), 
N E GL,(Ri) i.e. gi is again surjective for all n E N. To prove (2.2), take A& E GL,(R,) 
with determinant IM,] =d,. Then by assumption: d, = al”b with A E U(R,), a E g2 
(iJ(R2)) and b E gl( U(Rl)). Denoting by El(r) the diagonal matrix diag(r, 1, 1,. . . , l), 
A& can be written as El(a)&ViEl(b) where A4: E SL,(R,). The hypotheses that 
SL,(R,)=E,,(R,) and that g1 is surjective imply SL,(R,)CImgi(GL,(Ri)). It is then 
clear that (3) in Proposition 3.6 is satisfied. 0 
Note that in the case of a ring with 1 in the stable range, in particular, a semi- 
local commutative ring R,, the condition SL,(R,) =E,(R,) holds for all n > 1 (see [l, 
Corollary 5.9.21). 
Proposition 3.6 provides interesting examples. 
Corollary 3.8. Let the situation be as described in Proposition 3.6. Then the following 
hold 
(1) if R is an MM ring and Ri (i = 1 or 2) is such that every progenerator Pi E 
Srog(Ri) can be paired then Ri is an MM ring; 
(2) tf Rl,Rz are MM rings and R, has torsion-free Picard group and property (3) 
of Proposition 3.6 holds then R is an MM ring. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of the Propositions 3.6 and 1.1. 0 
We may obtain further specialised situations by assuming in (*) that R,, or in 
particular, RI, is a local ring. 
Corollary 3.9. Let the rings Ri (i = 1 or 2) in the Cartesian square (*) (with g1 
surjective) be MM rings, R, be a local ring and U(R,)/gl( U(Rl )) . g2( U(R2)) be di- 
visible. 
Then R is an MM ring tf and only tf so is Rj (where j # i). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 because a local 
ring has trivial Picard group. 0 
Corollary 3.10. Let the ring RI in the Cartesian square (*) (with g1 surjective) be 
local. Then Pit(R) g Pic(R2) and R is a (projective trivial) MM ring if and only if 
so is R2. 
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Proof. We may use Corollary 3.9 above, in fact we note that RI is projective trivial and 
the surjective ring homomorphism gi induces a group epimorphism U(R1) --+ U(Ro); 
further, since gi is onto, R, is also local. We obtain that R is MM if and only if RZ 
is MM. Moreover, Pic(Ri) = Pic(R,) = (0) so that from the Cartesian square we can 
construct an exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
0 --+ U(R) 5 U(R1)@ U(R2) 5 U(R,) 5 Pit(R) 5 Pic(Rz) -+ 0. 
As /l is surjective then Pit(R) 2 Pic(R2) and R is projective trivial if and only if so 
is RZ. 0 
These results apply to lexicographic extensions of commutative rings and to “D+M” 
constructions as defined in [14] and [5], respectively. 
Proposition 3.11. Consider the commutative squares of rings and ring homomor- 
phisms: 
fl fl 
R A RP D+M A T 
In the square (L) we assume that R is a commutative ring, P is a waist prime 
ideal in R,K is the quotient field of RIP, the ring homomorphisms are the obvious 
canonical ones and fi is injective. In the square (+) T is a domain, K is a field 
retract of T with g1 the canonical surjection, M is the maximal ideal Kergi of T (so 
T = K + M), D is a subring of K and fi, f 2 are the canonical inclusion and natural 
surjection, respectively. 
Then (L) and (+) are Cartesian squares; further in (L) the ring R is a (projective 
trivial) MM ring if and only tf R/P is a (projective trivial) MM ring and in (+) the 
ring D + M is a (projective trivial) MM ring if and only tf so are T and D. 
Proof. The fact that these are Cartesian squares is well known (see for instance [5,14]). 
The result about (L) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.10. In the other case, 
the claim about the MM property is obvious because of Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8, in 
fact, K is local and it is a retract of T. By Corollary 3.10 we have an isomorphism 
of Picard groups: Pic(D + M) E Pic(K + M) and this makes clear that the statement 
about projective free rings is also true. 0 
Example 3.12. Using the notion of a Cartesian square we now construct a projective 
trivial commutative MM ring R such that R[Y] is not an MM ring. 
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Consider a field K and the subring R c K[[X]] of all formal power series in X with 
coefficients in K and no terms in X i.e. all series of the form ki + k&* + ksX3 + . . . . 
The domain R has K[[X]] as its integral closure; moreover, the conductor of R in 
K[[X]] (defined as {f E R IfK[[X]] 2 R}) is the ideal (X2, X3). In this situation we 
obtain a canonical pullback square which remains Cartesian once we pass to polynomial 
rings 
R- K[[XlI NY1 - K[[~lIP’l 
K - fWII(~*) K[Yl - WW(Jf* > VI 
where K E R/(X*, X3) and K[X]/(X*) 2 K[[X]]/(X*, X3). Note that R is projective 
trivial. Next, the rings K[Y] and K[[X]][Y] are projective trivial (see [lo, Ch. 4]), and 
therefore, the corresponding Mayer-Vietoris sequence has the form 
. . . $ K* CB U(K[[X]]) 5 U(K[X]/(X*) [Y]) 3 Pic(R[Y]) + 0. 
Now it is easy to show that Imp E Ker y Z K* x K and U(K[X]/(X*) [Y]) ” K* x K x 
Kx . . . . whence Pic(R[Y])ZK x K x ..., an infinite-dimensional K vector space. 
Thus, if the field K has non-zero characteristic then Pic(R[Y]) is not divisible, i.e. 
R[Y] is not an MM ring. We also note that if char K = 0 then R[Y] is in fact an MM 
ring; this follows from Proposition 3.6 by noting that K[X]/(X*) [Y] satifies condition 
(2.2) in Lemma 3.7. 
We end this section by proving that there is a commutative MM ring R such that 
the ring S-‘R of fractions of R with respect to a multiplicatively closed subset S G R 
is not an MM ring. This will show that the notion of an MM ring is not stable under 
taking rings of fractions. 
We define R as the pullback Z xz2 Z; this ring can be identified with the subring 
of Z* given by pairs of integers (zI,z~) where zr and z2 both are either even or odd. 
By Corollary 3.9, R is an MM ring. For a suitable multiplicatively closed subset of R 
we consider S = {(n, n) ( n E N \ (0)); ‘t I is easy to see that S- ‘R is isomorphic to US* 
and so it cannot be an MM ring as it is decomposable. 
4. Ultramatricial algebras 
We need to review some of the relevant definitions and notations from [6, Ch. 151. 
All rings considered in this section will be algebras over a fixed field F. 
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A matricial F-algebra is a finite product of matrix rings over F and an ultramatricial 
F-algebra is a union of an ascending sequence RI C R2 G . . . of matricial F-algebras 
R,; we will denote by & the class of ultramatricial F-algebras. 
The members of J&, are (unit-regular) von Neumann regular rings. For R E A,, let 
I&(R) be the Grothendieck group of B(R); this is a partially ordered abelian group 
with positive cone k(R)+ = {[PI ( P E B(R)} and order-unit [RI, that is to say for any 
a E G(R), a 5 n[R] for some integer n 2 1. The salient facts about J&, are that [P] 
and the p.o. group with order-unit (K,,(R),[R]) are complete invariants of P E Y(R) 
and R E A,, in the following sense: 
for R,S E A!,, R !T% S as F-algebras if and only if (K,,(R), [RI) g (I&,(S), 
[S]) as p.o. groups with order-unit ([6, Theorem 15.261); 
for R E A’,, and P, Q E 9(R), P ?! Q if and only if [P] = [Q] in G(R). 
This follows from the fact that R is unit-regular and hence stably isomorphic pro- 
jectives are isomorphic (see [6, 15.12 and 15.21). 
An immediate consequence of (%!M2) is that R E .A?,, has IBN, for if R” G Rm for 
n 2 m then n[R] = m[R] in I&(R), (n - m)[R] = 0 and therefore n = m follows. 
We also note that (4H42) allows the following characterisation: P E grog(R) if and 
only if [P] is an order-unit in K,,(R). 
We are now ready to characterise ultramatricial MM rings in terms of the invariant 
(IL(R), [RI 1. 
Proposition 4.1. Let R be an ultramatricial F-algebra, el,e2 E G(R) order-units and 
let [pi] = ei with i = 1,2 be the corresponding progenerators. 
(1) Zf Si = (EndR Pi)“, i = 1,2, then S1 % S2 if and only tf there is an order-preserving 
automorphism a of K,,(R) with o(el) = e2. In particular, for nl, n2 > 1, M,,,(R) 
zM”,(R) if and only if a(nl[R]) =nz[R] f or some o-automorphism a of k(R); 
(2) R is an MM ring tf and only tffor each order-unit e E k(R), there is an order- 
preserving automorphism o of K,,(R) and an integer n L 1 such that a(e) = n[R]. (In 
other words, the set of order-units in KJR) is equal to the orbit of {n[R], n > 1) 
under the o-automorphisms of K,,(R).) 
Proof. Case 1: We have order-isomorphism of p.o. groups with order-unit (&(Si)), [Si]) 
%(K,,(R),[P]) by 15.9 in [6]; then using (%A41), Si ES2 if and only if (K,JR),[Pl]) 
r&(R), [Pz]) if and only if there is an o-automorphism a of K,.,(R) with a(ei)= 
a( [PI]) = a( [Pz]) = e2. Applying this result to ei = ni[R] = [R”!] we see that Si = M,,,(R) 
and we obtain the second part of (1). 
Case 2: This is now a simple consequence of (1): R is an MM ring if and only 
if for all P E grog(R) and S = (EndR P>“, S rM,(R) = (EndR R’), for some n 2 1 if 
and only if for every order-unit e E K,,(R) there is an n > 1 and an o-automorphism a 
of K,,(R) with a(e)=n[R]. 0 
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This result will enable us to give various examples of ultramatricial MM-rings R. 
We will consider the special case when r = L(R) is a totally ordered Archimedean 
group; in this case we may assume that r C iw as an ordered group and 1 E r so 
that (I&,(R), [R])=(T, 1). Let L = {r E [w 1 rT C r}. Clearly, L is a subring of [w and 
L C r since 1 E r. By [4, Proposition 4.21, every o-endomorphism of r is obtained by 
multiplication by a non-negative element of Iw so L+ represents the o-endomorphisms 
of r and the positive units of L represent the o-automorphisms of r. 
Proposition 4.2. Let the situation be as described above. Then R is an MM ring if 
and only if L = r (i.e. r is a subring of F4) and every element of r is of the form nu, 
n E Z, u, a positive unit of r, in other words the ring of fractions N-IT obtained by 
inverting the natural numbers in r, is a jield. Moreover, for n,m 2 1, M,(R) EM,,,(R) 
ly and only if n/m is a unit in r. 
Proof. Clearly, every positive element of r is an order-unit. Bearing in mind that the 
positive units of L represent the o-automorphisms of r we see that: R is an MM ring if 
and only if for every a E Tf there is a positive unit u in L and n 2 1 with a = nu E L. 
Thus, r is a subring with the required property. Finally, for n,m 2 1, n will be taken 
to m by an o-automorphism if and only if m is a unit multiple of u i.e. when n/m is 
a unit in r. 0 
In the following examples we take r to be a subring of Q, by [6, Proposition 15.241 
there is an R E AU with (K,,(R), [RI) 2 (r, 1). 
Example 4.3. (See [6, Example 15.251) 
Let r = Q. If (k(R), [RI) S’(Q, 1) then R is an MM ring by Proposition 4.2 and 
M,(R)E R for all n > 1 by Proposition 4.1 (1). 
This example can be used in Proposition 1.5 to produce a decomposable MM ring 
R x R with IBN showing that the IBN property itself does not guarantee the indecom- 
posability of MM rings. 
Example 4.4. Let r = {a/2” / a E Z, n E N} and let R E AU be such that (G(R), [RI) ?Z 
(r, 1). Then R is an MM ring by Proposition 4.2 and for n, m E N, we have that 
M,,(R) EM,,,(R) if and only if n/m = 2k, for some k E Z. 
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